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The purpose at this paper is to suggest one
practical measure for financial aid to disadvantaged college students
through an expanded ani new involvement in the distribution to
student financial aid funds to more students in need. Useful to a
discussion of a revamped approach to aid distribution will be a
review of who the disadvantaged are, to what extent they are enrolled
in nigher education, and, in particular, what measure will identify
them. It is suggested that new procedures which would improve the
chances for further education of needy and deserving students he
explored. Equal access to higher education will move toward new
reality with adequate funds from federal, state, and private
'csources and with the introduction of responsibility in the high
school. (Author/OW)



FOREWORD ,

The members of the faculty of the Curry Memorial
School of Education recognize the need for new ideas in
educatif?n, research and inforration of wide professional
concern to ease our troubles. I nc,aasiog'y, as educators
and as mernbers of the world community; we wish to Inter- ;,

7., act in our the ant. with our fellows, to be gredflies and to .'

en909.1 other gadflies. ;2,

We entourage the lise of sne ;ialited tools to dig out
.tentative ruptanises, suggestions of 'means, parts of answers.
As gedtfying specialists; we know that problems must be
attac'ed from many dkentions, We recognize the inter-
dependence of the various ichtf.rtly pursuits and we also
recognize that free!' Insight* a xi experitnentazion will be
smirked by,muiti-clisdplinary approeenas. The Interde-
pendent nature of Our studies dernondi effectiVe cOmmiln-
!cation, the need to avoid u -intelligible technical prose,.
as well is the falte'clivity over-siMplifiCation,' ?-.

Mindful of these things, we pubPsh from time to.
time "occasional pews' a variety of educational top-
id designed to raise new questions, stimulate the creation
of new Ideas, and foster research aimed at diacovering
"why!' These pipets suggest rather than conclude. Our :
hope is that we risY Interact with the times; to do our

. part to solve the problems, to out gadfly our gedflying
children. :.

James .14. Bash
Probssor o1, Education
Olrecto of Field Services
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Occasional Paper 3

Introduction

The primary medium by which equality of opportunity
is achieved is the medium of education, anu this medium is
the major responsibility of the public schools across the land.
The elementary and secondary public schools assume the
greatest share in providing educational opportunity because
they are close at hand and, while not free of cost, are relative
ly inexpensive. As all segments of society require more
highly trained manpower, greater access to post-high-school
education to growing members is increasingly vital if the
nation continues to move toward the equality of opportunity
to which it ascribes. The quest to expand educational oppor-
tunities beyond the high school should include national and
local assessments of the additional needs of the educational
system, as well as periodic examination of various day to day
practices within the system, to determine how improvements
toward reaching that goal should be made.

The ultimate answer to providing equal access to higher
education may be a national system of universal higher educa-
tion that would offer to every person, regardless of financial
circumstances, the opportunity to develop his capacities to
the fullest. While the attainment of this or alter native measures
will, indeed must, continue to receive national support, the
immediate implementation of such a system, judged just from
the standpoint of cost, is still in question. In the meantime
then, if greater access to higher education is to be extended,
partial methods of moving toward that end should be Ex-
plored. One such exploration should include a re-examina
tion of current student financial aid practices to determine
whether more of the available aid could be channeled to
larger numbers of disadvantaged students, thereby providing
them increased opportunity for a post-highschool education,
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It is the purpose of this paper to suggest one prat ical
measure through an expanded, perhaps in some instances,
a new involvement in the distribution of student finan
cial aid funds 1^ larger numbers of financially disadvan-
taged students. Useful to 2 discussion of a revamped
approach to aid distribution will be a review of who the
financially disadvantaged are, to what extent they are
enrolled in higher education, and in particular, what
measure will identify thent.

The Financially Disadvantaged Student

A disadvantaged student, as e general definition, is
the one blocked in any way, by any circumstances, from
reaching his educational potential. When one considers
that selffulfillment and upward mobility in our soc'ety
are increasingly linked to higher education, and that the
cost involved in attaining that education has never been
higher, and is still rising, the plight of the seriously fin-
ancially disadvantaged student looms large indeed. To
add to his financial dilemma this student often has cther
hindrances that further reduce his chances of reaching
his educational poteiltial, to name a few: low educational
aspirations of the family, the high drop out rate among
his social peers at all levels in the school system, and/or
a lack of motivation coup,p.cl with a lack of understanding
of himself and his educational goals. However, the most
formidable single factor which stands in the way of :he
student's access to higher education is the relatively low
income of the family. Because of the signal importance
of this one factor to the process of early identification of
disadvantaged students by school officials, a mor? tf orough
examination of the relationship of family income to
college-going is indicated at the outset.

The chart below, data for which were derived flour
studies and reports of the United States Bureau of 0 ;:
Censusl points up the inequity of entrance rates int a
higher education. The chart mPasures college entrance
of high school seniors, class of 35, compared to their
annual family income.

rUnited States Department of Commerce, B.fica,,, of the Cer-s,,,,
Ponu'aroon Chatacre6tics Srries, No. 185, July 11, 1965, p 6 a^d p.
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The Disadvantaged Student: A Predictor

The chart clearly shows that the odds of entering
college were four times greater for the senior whose
accident of birth placed him in the top family income
group than the student in the lowest family income
category. Among those graduates whose combined
total family income was $15,000 or more, 87 per cent
entered college as compared with 41 per cent of those
whose income was between $6,000 and $7,499. and
20 per cent of those with income under S3,000. To
put it still another way, the chance that an able student
from the top half of the family income range will go
.D college is just about three times as g..eat as for an
able student from the bottom half.

The statistics cited above represent the total
population and, of course, include students of various
ethnic backgrounds. Racially, the picture is even more
dismal; a Negro's chance to attend college is only
half that of the population as a v-vhole. While not corn-
pared in this report, it is generally known that black
students with the same academic grades or the same
test scores as their white counterparts do not have the
same likelihood of going on to college. Not shown on
the chart is another important related factor, especially
significant to the counseling process throughout the
school years. among seniors graduating in 1935 whose family
family income was under $4,000, over twice as many
failed to graduate from high school as those whose
family income was higher.

Who is the financially disadvantaged student? He
is the student who is blocked because of his financial
circumstances from reaching his educational potential.
While not the only barrier to higher education, insuffi-
cient family income is the single best predictor to indi-
cate whether the financially disadvantaged student

4
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will go on to higher education after high school. Bridg-
ing than financial gap is a complex matter which has de-
manded and wit: continue to demand additional national,
state, and local attention and financial support. Questions
of amounts and types of financial support for direct
assistance to students, as well as to the higher education
institutic:As themselves, require careful determination
to provide the greatest access to higher education that
will meet students' particular needs, Given, then, current-
ly available resources and programs of financial aid to
students, how adequate are the programs? Are there
procedures that could be employed to ensure a more
equitable distribution of those resources, which in
turn would improve the chances of post-high-school edu-
cation for financially disadvantaged students?

Student Financial Aid: Adequacy

For over a decade now the nation has responded
dramatically, in a comparative sense with oth^r eras, to
the problem of financial inegi ity, affecting educational
opportunity, by providing public funds, usually awarded
by the ccileges and univerfities to applie rants, based on
financial need. Concurr, illy, Mates, institutions, and
other agencies also made commitments to CYnand the
programs of assistance, and generally these efforts are
continuing to expand, particularly at state and nation
al levels. Recent estimates reveal that student aid funds
have increased in excess of ten -folu, counting all sources,
since the passage of the National Defense Education
Act in the latter part of 195P-. The Federal Government
provided the major portion of this L.:crease, chiefly
through long term loins, grants (scholarships), and
workstudy funds.

Yet as dramatic as the growth of the .e programs
has been, we still fall short of providing needed fonds
to students from less affluent families. In
for example, the State Council on Higher Education
recently reported that presentr.i-operating financial
aid programs do not meet tiie needs of financially
disadvantaged and academically qual:fled youth in
the state. Stating that the combined annual amount
of unmet studeiit financial needs was about S28,500,000
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in 1E368-1969, the Council Report? said "the data from
?bur different but complementary sources of in fom7e.-
tion indicate that between 3,000 and 6,000 academically
qualified Virginia high school graduates do not go on to
college each year only because they lack the necessary
financial support. (Virginia's proportion of college-age
youth enrolled in college is one of the three lowest in
the Southern Region anr' also is considerably below the
national ,,,..arage.)" The report also points out that in-
creased financial aid for these students could make the
present aid programs more equitable a ;cl reduce the
drop-out fair .mong disadvantaged students.

Two primary factors contribute heavily to the con-
tinuing inequity of educational opportunity. These two
facto's are the adequacy of :tii-lent aid funds and the
problems of distributing Oleg f rids. The spiraling cost of
education and the correspin fing ,;.mantis for assistance
from ncreased numbers of students are expressions of
the two problem factors above. The cost of higher edu-
cation to the student has risen in recent years faster than
the average family income and even faster than the cost
of living. Since 1965, for example, tuition charges across
the country have jumped an average of 50 per cent. The
mounting costs, of course, have brought multiplied stu-
dent requests for larger amounts of the aid funds avail-
able. Recent data from the United Stztns Office of
Education show that some 1.7 million students in fiscal
1971 are benefiting from the federally financed student
aid programs; however, only 45 per cent of them come
from fam.iies whose ;ncome is less than 810,000 annually.
The data are most encouraging because they indicate that
larger numbers of students are receiving assistance to meet
the cost of higher education; however, the programs have
not altered the fact that relatively few students go on to
higher education from low socioeconomic family gro.ps.
In Virginia, according to the State Council on Higher
Education, a majority of both the publicly controlled and
and the privately controlled colleijas and universities
reported that their financial aid progrz were not
keeping pace with either the rising cost of higher edu
ration or the growing and changing student population. 3

2VIrg,nia State Counol on H,..iher Ed.,catcn. A Study of Snidest
Fitranciag Aid 1-P Vir9,"nr.a.r.969.

alb d, p 9
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Student Aid Distribution: A Sugyested Procedure

With some possible exceptions, high school officials
are not involved in the various processes of making finan-
cial needs analysis, in eligibility determinations, and in the
other mechanics of directing financial assistance into the
hands of students who wish to continue education after
high school. The financial aid process, sometimes clothed
in a good deal of secrecy, is viewed by the secondary school
as well as the college, much as a closed circuit operation
between the student and he college financial aid officer.
On the other hand the high school is substantially involved
in the various functions of selection, recommendation,
eligibility, and even placement, of prospective students
through the admissions process to the post-high-school
institution. Also, the two functions of student aid and
admissions, including the decisions affecting the student's
destiny, have developed and remain quite apart in space,
as well as time, in most colleges and universities themselves.
If more definite responsibility for selecting qualified
student aid recipients, particularly those from the very low
family income groups, could be placed in the hands of
high school counselors specifically trained for this respon-
sibility, a part of the gap of inequity of educational
opportunity could be bridged. Obviously the implementa-
tion of such policy would require considerable coordina-
tion of effort among student aid officers, admissions
officers, and the high school counselors. To be most
effective, of course, the arrangement would need finan-
cial support with specifically designated basic grant4
funds, to be jointly awarded by the high school and the
institution of higher education.

I f the recommendation of a recent report of the
President's Task Force on Higher Education h imple-
mented, increased amounts of federal student aid would
be available and new procedures for the distribution of
the aid would he required. The report urges that the

48y bask: grant is meant to award of unrestricted scholarship hinds
wh,ch may be used by the .ecipicre at a pest-hohschool instrtutian of his
choice. The grant would be sups,' lented by a nombination of of t vv .
dent bid funds in relzlion to the student's demonstrated financial rced
determined by the college financial ac1 off i,ee

7
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high school provide advance knowledge of financial aid
to low income students and recommends the establish-
ment of a substantially increased program of special
scholarships to supplement the present financial aid
plans. Citing the requirement that students demonstrate
financial need by an adequate formJiaas yet undeter-
mined--the Task Force also recommended a liberal allow-
ance to the family for earnings foregone while the student
is pursuing his post-high-school education. The manner of
making eligibility determinations for the new grants, while
not explicitly outlined, suggests a new relaticJnship of the
high school counselor within the expanding and increasing
ly important student financial aid function. The student's
eligibility for the grant, for example, would be determined
in his own high school which would insure the student
flexibility in using other forms of aid and would not re-
strict his choice among posthich-school institutions. All
of which suggests that considerable and dose cooperation
of high school and institutions of higher education is
needed if maximum effective use of aid funds from the
various sources is to be realized. The report further sug-
gests that in order to make the process of applying for
educational grants in high school effective, incr..Rsed at-
tention should ba given to the selection and trail iing of
guidance counselors; the newly trainad counselors would
become more directly involved in identifying, advising, and
counseliig disadvantaged students and their parents in
addition to making basic eligibility determinations for
financial aid.

Student Aid: Early Identification and Assistance

With such increased involvement and responsibility
in the award process shared with high school counselors,
the whole structure of early identification of disadvan-
taged students and the motivation of them toward fur
ther education would be less he low than is the case at
present. We know, for example, that many able students
make decisions against going on to college long before
they are ready to graduate from high school, and that
such necative decisions are most often influenced by the
low sociD.economc situation of the family. Even though
various motivational influenc,s against further education

8
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are strong in disadvantaged homes, if reasonable and firm
commitments of financial aid are made at the same time
that early identification and motivation efforts were ini
tiated by counselors, more low income students would
stay in school and make plans for further education. As
it is at present, applications for financial aid are general-
ly considered after the final admissions procedures are
completed and after a financial need analysis has been
made and the results forwarded to the colleges by one
of the commercial scholarship services. For various rea-
sons, notifications of awards are oftentimes not made
until late summer, sometimes after the student had
given up hopes of meeting the high cost of educa-
tion.

Other finzncially disadvantaged students, who do
persevere to the senior year in high school, are not able,
for one reason or ar.-)ther, to complete an acceptable
financiai aid application which is required before he is
considered for any financiai assistance. Some of t:.c time
it is the parents who will not furnish the confidential fin-
ancial information required because they do not under-
stand the forms, or their purpose, or are fearful that some
unintended commitment be made by them k- doing
so. In other cases students and their families reduce their
chances of receiving the amount of aid they need because
as a matter of pride, they are unwitting to admit on an
application form to the low amount of their actual family
income. Consequently they indicate the availability from
family sources of more funds for the stu3ent's education
than they can muster when the funds are needed. There
are numerous other matters and procedures within, or re
lated to, the complicated process of obtaining adequate
financial assistance, with which the high school counselor
could effectively deal, if trained to do so and if more
directly and responsibly involved in the award process.
/1, afters, like preparing and submitting a reasonable bud
get, completing a complex financial statement, under
standing the concapt of combinations of awards now
employed by most student aid of ficers, uno'r,rstanclr'olg
foe various stuciont loan provisions, sources, anal types
of loans, promis,,ry note requirements, and soured
of scholarsh,P grants and work-study pi ogra nu, are
all matters which to disadvantaged students and their

9
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parents are essential though to some may seem routine.
The disadvantaged student and his parents are in dire
need of information and direct assistance if they ace to
fare equitably in the quest for financial assistance.

Another aspect of the student aid distribution pro-
cess with which the high school could be helpful to the
financially disacivantaged student and to the college is
a systematic follow-up to help determine the adequacy
of assistance awarded the student. In some cases when
the assistance from all sources is reviewed, it will be
found that some students have received aid in excess of
their actual need, and adjustments will result in a more
even and equitable spread of all student aid funds. The
school might regularly sponsor small group sessions or
individual sessions for parents and students to talk with
counselors or counselor aides, who themselves not only
understand the types of aid, provisions, requirements
and the like, but importantly, are able to develop the
rapport necessary to assist in a ye; practical fashion
in all the processes of acquiring aid. Such meetings, in
eluding follow-up sessions, coordinated with post-high-
school institutions as closely as possible, could be a
specific part of the high school counseling program for
disadvantaged students, as a part of the regular :';mis-
sions effort by the high school. The assignment to ti e
high school of responsibility for making bask grant
determinations, funded from local, state, or federal
sources, would be one direct step toward bringing the
whole process of student assistance closer to hand for
disadvantaged students.

Conclusion

This review of the financially disadvantaged student
and some of the factors affecting his opportunity for 'ur-
ther education admittedly oversimplifies some of the ssues
and omits others that would require discussion of the prob-
lem at longer range. The foreijoing discussion does, how-
ever, suggest new procedures that would improve the
chances for further education of needy and deserving stu-
dents. It also points up the need for added attention to
the more basic problems that block the disadvantaged
from educational opportunity. Enual access to higher
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education will step toward a new reality with adequate
funds from federal, state, and private resources and
with the introduction of a new responsibility in the

high school.
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